
Deciding to change the way you run your 
cinema management software can be 
scary. To eliminate the unknown and help 
you understand if Vista Managed Services 
(VMS) is the right solution for your cinema, 
we’ve engaged our Cloud experts to answer 
key questions regarding the deployment, 
management and security of a centralised 
environment.  

VISTA MANAG E D SE RVICE S

6 FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

What securit y layers do you have in place?

It is crucial for security reasons that we do not expose too 

much of our internal security operations, but we are happy 

and able to share some information. 

At the edge of the VMS network sits global-class security 

layers such as CloudFlare. These prevent DDoS attacks 

from reaching VMS environments and provide other 

benefits such as Web Application Firewall (WAF) filtering 

and caching. These layers are used for services exposed 

to the public internet with internal services routed only 

over private networks. 

The WAF-enabled firewall layer placed at the edge of the 

VMS environment acts as a layer 7 balancer. The layer 

monitors and filters both public and private traffic.  

It serves as a defence in depth against public attack 

vectors, while also filtering potential attacks originating 

from compromised customer-operated private networks. 

Additionally, each VMS tenant has a completely isolated 

network address space which does not permit routing 

to any other tenant’s network. This protection measure 

keeps every tenant safe by preventing horizontal attacks 

between tenants. 

On every virtual machine, we operate anti-virus software 

and vulnerability scanning services. Moreover, we run 

an industry standard SIEM toolset that picks up logs and 

metrics from all layers, alerting the team to any perceived 

threat detected at any level. 

We also carry out regular security and penetration tests 

on our services and environments, utilising an external 

security company. 

How do you scale each ser vice layer ?

Each Vista application has its own scale profile in that 

some applications are subject to far more variation in  

load than others. For instance, Vista Connect, the API 

layer that powers web and mobile sales, is far more 

subject to variations in load than Head Office.

The scaling of each Vista application is done using the 

most suitable method for its needs. For example,  

Head Office is scaled up, typically at the database tier, 

when required, while Connect scales out at the webserver 

level and scales up at the cache and database tiers. 

Depending on the application in question, scaling is either 

entirely or semi-automated.

VMS operations proactively prepare applications for large 

transaction volumes to cater to major releases, so the 

environment is ready for the load when it arrives rather 

than trying to cope reactively.

Can you tell  us about the tools  you use to 
manage the environment?

We use a range of best-in-class tools to automate, 

monitor and manage the VMS environments.  While the 

details on how we use these tools are sensitive in that they 

are the result of many years of research and development, 

we can share some of the tools we use:

• Terraform 

• Octopus 

• Connectwise Control and 

Automate 

• StatusIQ 

• ManageEngine Service 

Desk MSP, Data Security 

Plus, Advanced analytics   

• Grafana 

• Prometheus 

• Loki 

• Site24x7 APM, RUM, 

Server Monitoring 

• SolarWinds DPA 

• Alien Vault 

• Azure Security Centre



For additional information, a personalised Vista Managed 
Services proposal or a complete overview of the cloud services 
Vista Cinema provides, reach out to your Account Manager  
or contact us.

About Vista Entertainment Solutions

Vista Entertainment Solutions Ltd (‘Vista Cinema’) is the world leader in cinema 
management software solutions. With more than 20 integrated and scalable modules  
that respond with precision to the needs of exhibitors and moviegoers worldwide,  
Vista Cinema empowers a world of cinemas. 
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Can you share a deployment diagram for VMS?

Every customer receives a deployment that is tailored to their needs, so the following 

diagrams are offered as generic examples only. Please note that we do not share 

detailed deployment diagrams at any point to preserve security procedures.

Is  it  possible for  customers to run Site Modules in ‘shared site 
mode’  themselves?

In ‘shared site mode’ Vista’s Site Modules are deployed in such a way as to allow a 

small number of instances to handle requests from many physical cinema sites. This 

is different from the regular on-premise deployment model where each site has a 

dedicated site server. Shared site mode is only available under VMS deployments –  

it is not available for customers to deploy or operate by themselves.

What level  of  access do we have to the environment?

In general, VMS customers receive the ability to utilise the Vista services hosted 

in VMS using either existing browser-based interfaces or remoting protocols 

as appropriate. Direct access to databases for reporting purposes can be 

accommodated, but it is highly preferred to handle such requirements via published 

APIs. To preserve the environment’s integrity, we will not provide direct read/write 

access to any production database supported in VMS.

Diagram for central modules only

Diagram for central modules and site modules 
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